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ApPENDIX I:
AMALAVIJNANA AND ALAYAVIJNANA.
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE
EPISTEMOLOGY OF BUDDHISM. 1

;(

[A. Introduction

The dispute as to whether amalavijiiifna or iflayavijiia.na is the
foundation of cognition and of the entire phenomenal world
AT!. The purpose of the essay
The investigation
BA. The facts about the dispute in China
BB. The facts about the dispute in India
AA.

,\

B.

BBA.

BBB.

if

'I!

f

BBC.

The doctrifle of the world soul, brahman or litman, as the
standard or model for later Indian philosophy
The bearer of cognition and the relationship of highest
reality to phenomenal world in the sarp.khya system
The bearer of cognition and the relationship of highest
reality to phenomenal world in Buddhism
BBC.1.
BBC.2.

"~:,

l.

'riliJ.'\

(I

The Mahasarp.ghikas' doctrine of pure cognition
BBC.4. saramati's system
BBC.S. Maitreyanatha's system
BBC.6. Asanga's system
c. The result of the investigation]
BBC.3.

'Ii

:~\

Sarvastivada, Madhyamaka, Yogacara
The developmerit of the doctrines of the Yogacara:
Saramati, Maitreyanatha and Asanga

,

1 First published in: Alt- und Neu-Indische Studien 7, Hamburg 1951,
pp. 148-59; also published in Kleine Schriften, Wiesbaden 192, pp. 637--48.
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\1_1
A.

AA.

INTRODUCTION

The dispute as to whether amalavijnana or alayavijnana is
the foundation of cognition and of the entire phenomenal
world

persistently shown themselves to be fond of verbal
classifications, so it is no surprise that they were able
to create so much discussion about a question that is
in fact so superficial.

ill

~.I
t:1

In his brilliant article on the authenticity of the Mahiiyana
sraddhotpadasastra,l P. Demieville .has pointed out an interesting
dispute that occupied the Buddhist schools of China in
a lively way in the sixth and seventh centuries c.e. At issue
was the question of whether stainless cognition (amalavijfiana)
or fundamental cognition (lilayavijfilina) is to be seen as the
foundation of cognition and the entire phenomenal world.
Demieville has outlined the essential aspects of the different
opinions of the schools and the course of the discussion with
wonderful clarity. In one thing he was mistaken, however, since
he concludes his description with the words (p. 46):

AB.

The purpose of the essay
In this entire discussion he has thus seen nothing but a
subordinate dispute among the schools. This, however, is not
right. In reality, this is one of the most fundamental and most
difficult questions in the whole of Buddhist and of Indian
, epistemology. To demonstrate this and to place the problem in
its proper context within the historical development [of Indian
philosophy] is the purpose of the following essay.

B.

BA.

La querelle etait vraiment bien vaine, car en fait, qu'on
classe Ie vijfitina pur comme une section de l'lilaya ou
qu'on en fasse un neuvieme vijfilina sous Ie nom
d'amnla, cela importe assez peu au fond de la doctrine.
Mais les Chinois se sont toujours montres friands de
classifications verbales, et il n'y a pas lieu de s'etonner
qu'ils aientpu tant discuter sur une question en
somme si superficielle.
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The dispute was truly quite in vain, since whether in
fact one classifies pure cognition (vijfilina) as part of
the aZaya or makes of it a ninth cognition (vijfilina)
under the name of amala, makes very little difference to
the heart of the doctrine. But the Chinese have

THE INVESTIGATION

.The facts about the dispute in China
The facts, as Demieville has demonstrated them, are the
following:!
In the year 508 c.e., two Buddhist missionaries, Bodhiruci and
Ratnamati, came from India to China. Both belonged to the
idealistic Yogacara school and both relied first and foremost
on Vasubandhu the Elder's2 commentaries on various Mahayana
sutras. It was Vasubandhu's Dasabhamikaslistra in particular
that both of them considered to be the fundamental text and
that they both translated into Chinese. Nonetheless, their
followers formed two separate schools of thought. The crux of
the dispute that lead to this split can be clearly recognized in

1

',.'.,
'J

...".:.'"
,

1 P. Demieville, Sur l'authenticite du Ta tch'eng k'i sin louen, Bulletin de la
Maison Franco-Japonaise, serie fran~aise, tome II, No. 2/1929.

$
'.:,

pp.30ff.

[For a recent survey of the issue of two Vasubandhus cf. Florin Deleanu:
The Chapter on the Mundane Path (Laukikamnrga) in the ~ravakabhUmi..
A Trilingual Edition, 2 Vols. Tokyo: The International Institute for Buddhist
Studies 2006: 186-94 (with notes 206, 207 in particular).]
2
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the surviving reports. It had to do with the foundation of all
cognition. According to Bodhiruci, the foundation of all cogni
tion is the alayavijfiana (fundamental cognition), according to
Ratnamati, it is the tathata (suchness). Ratnamati's view was
later supported by the great Indian missionary Paramartha, who
came to China in 546 c.e. He too belonged to the <149> Yogacara
school, though for him the fundamental text was Asanga's
Mahayanasa1f1.gra ha. Paramartha ··taught that the foundation
of all cognition is not the alayavijfiana, but rather a further
cognition, the amalavijfiana (stainless cognition). The dispute
soon subsided, however. The final word rested, in the seventh
century, on the authority of Hiuan-tsang, who, in contrast to
Paramartha, sided with the tilayavijfitina.

dominated by the comprehensive activity of commentators
concerned with the works of Asanga and Vasubandhu, in
particular Vasubandhu's Trirrzsikti Vijfiaptimiltrattisiddhi. The
center of this [activity] was the great Buddhist university at
Nalanda. At the beginning of the sixth century, however,
a respected teacher from Na.landa, GUl)amati, had moved to
Valabhi in Ka.thia.var and there founded his own school, which
reached the height of its success under his pupil Sthiramati.
At the same time, Nalanda. came into full flower under the
great teacher Dharmapa.la. In connection with this we hear
often of an opposition between the two schools, specifically
that Shiramati followed the old masters (purvticarya), while
Dharmapala advocated a more progressive direction. The dif
ferent views about the amalavijfiana and the alayavijfiana thus also
hark back to the opposition between these two schools.
The doctrine of the amalavijfitina comes from the· school of
Valabhi. And in fact, its principal representative, Paramartha,
lived in neighboring Malava. The doctrine of the tilayavijfitina,
on the other hand, originates in Nalanda. And it is well
known that Hiuan-tsang found his ultimate authority in
Dharmapala.

In order to understand this entire discussion, we must first
grasp two things:
Firstly, as can clearly be drawn from traditional reports,1 the
issue at hand is a dispute about the interpretation of the ancient
texts. Both camps, Bodhiruci just like Ratnamati and Paramartha
just like Hiuan-tsang, base themselves on the same texts, from
which they extrapolate their own view. Thus while the starting
points of their different views were present in the ancient texts,
the elaboration of the problem and the differing of the schools
based thereon are more recent.
BB.

Secondly, it is important that tradition traces the origin of the
dispute back to India. 2 This of course suggests itself, since the
leading personalities of the aforementioned schools were either
themselves Indian or, as in the case of Hiuan-tsang, directly
dependent on the Indian tradition. So, the doctrine of amala
vijfiilna is traced back to the school of Sthiramati, and the
doctrine of tilayavijfitina to Dharmapala. The picture we have of
the Yogacara school in India during the sixth century is indeed

1

Demieville, pp. 38ff.

2

Demieville, p. 43.
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The facts about the dispute in India
With this we come to the question of what lead to this difference
of opinion in India and what underlies it. But in order to answer
this question, we have to go a ways further back.

BBA.

'.·~·I

I
I

The doctrine of the world soul, brahman or tHman, as the
standard or model for later Indian philosophy
The most important, though not the only stream of development
of the older Indian philosophy originated in the Upani$ads. It
was here that the doctrine of the world soul, the brahman or
atman, was created, which then remained largely authoritative

474

and exemplary. <150> Even in the most ancient times, we can
already see the tendency to place the brahman far above
everything worldly; to proclaim it to be inconceivable and free
from all worldly definitions. In the end only three definitions
remained in the most important doctrine; specifically that
handed down under Yajfiavalkya's name, which the later
Vedanta brought together in the term saccidananda: it [i.e.,
brahman] is being, it is consciousness,and it is bliss. The same
tendency, however, also continued in the schools that arose later
from the same stream of development, in particular in the
relevant doctrines of the Epic, in Buddhism, and in SaQ.1khya.
Here ·as well one sought to elevate the highest reality beyond
everything worldly, indeed, even more emphatically. [Thus:]
[1] Its definition as bliss, particularly characteristic of
Yajfiavalkya's doctrine, was generally dropped.
[2] Yet also in its definition as being, one often saw a worldly
concept that does not apply to the highest reality. Thus as early
as in the doctrir..es of the Epic we find the highest reality de
scribed as neither being nor non-being.! And this occurs most
pointedly in the Madhyamaka school of Buddhism.
[3] But the greatest difficulties were presented by its third
definition as consciousness: To simply let this go was not an
easy decision to make since to see in the soul the bearer of cogni
tion too readily suggested itself. To retain it, on the other hand,
entailed very undesirable consequences. Special importance
was attributed to the eternal untouchedness and immutability
of the highest reality, since that is all that places it beyond the
becoming and ceasing and the pain thereof, which belongs
intrinsically to the earthly world. But from this it follows that the
highest reality can also not be active, since any activity means
a change and thus a ceasing and arising. This [argument] was
particularly used against the proponents of the belief in a highest

I

Amalavijfiiina and Alayavijfiiina (1951)

Appendix I

Mahabharata XII, 201, v. 27.
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creator-god. The same also applies, however, to cognition. This
is also a process and as such, a change. And thus one arrived
at the conclusion that cognition cannot belong to the highest
reality. One could not, on the other hand, simply deny cognition
to the highest reality, since in that case, one had to ask oneself:
what kind of connection, if any at all, would there be between
the highest reality and the earthly world? Who then experiences
existence and entanglement and release?
BBB.

The bearer of cognition and the relationship of highest
reality to phenomenal world in the Slirrtkhya -system
The Sarpkhya system tried to resolve these difficulties as follows.
It was held that cognition and mental processes in general do
not belong to the soul (puru$a), which here corresponds to the
iitman or the highest reality, but rather to the mental organism.
They are qualities of the mental organ, the buddhi. This latter,
however, is not itself capable of cognition, since consciousness
itself merely adheres to the soul. Thus one thoughf to preserve
the soul's character as the bearer of cognition, and on the
other hand, to relieve it of all events and the changes related
to them .. Its opponents inexorably pointed out, however, that
any occurrence of awareness, as it must be ascribed to the soul
as the highest subject, by necessity has the soul's changeability
and thus its impermanence as a consequence. To this context
<15l> belongs the oft-quoted verse, which I presume is derived
from Vasubandhu's Paramarthasaptatikit: 1

var$iitapabhyarrz kirrz vyomnas earma1JY asti tayo/:l
phalam/
earmopamas eet so 'nitya/:l khatulyas eed asatphala/:l II

I
Ya§omitra, SphUtt1Tthtl, p. 699, 25; Yuktidfpik4 (Calcutta S. 5.), p. lOS, 4;
Nyayavarttika (Kashi S. 5.), p. 355,4, etc.
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How can rain and sunshine affect space! Yet they affect
the skin.
Now if (the soul) is akin to skin, then it is imperma
nent. Yet if it is akin to space, then it is impervious
to being affected.

But this theory was too forced for it to succeed in broader circles.
Indeed, it was unanimously rejected by all the schools other than
the Sarpkhya.
BBC.

Finally, after several vain attempts,! the following theory was
arrived at. It was held that the buddhi resembles a two-sided
mirror. On one side, the perceived objects are reflected, on the
other side, the consciousness of the soul, which thus passes over
to the buddhi, so.1o speak, and enables it to cognize the objects.
Thus it was thought possible to attribute all events in the process
of cognition exclusively to the buddhi and yet at the same time to
hold on to the soul as the principle of cognition. In doing so,
this co-operation of soul and buddhi was carefully formulated in
the following way:2

apari1:zaminz .hi bhoktrsaktir apratisa111krama
ca
parir;zaminy arthe pratisal]lkranteva tadvrttim anupatati,
tasyas ca praptacaitanyopagraharupttytt buddhivrtter
anukaramatrataya buddhivrttyaviSi~ta hi jiianavrttir ity
ttkhyayate.
Although the soul's capability to cognize is unchang
ing and cannot pass over to any (other entity), it
nevertheless passes over to the changeable buddhi, so to
speak, and follows its activity. And only because it
follows the activity of the buddhi, which has thus
adopted the form of consciousness, it is said that the
activity of the soul is not different from the activity of
the buddhi.
1 Cf here the presentation in the first volume of my History of Indian
Philosophy.

2

Vyosa, Yogabht1$ya (Anandii§rama S. 5.), pp. 89, 2 and 197,4.
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BBC.1.

The bearer o/cognition and the relationship of highest
reality to phenomenal world in Buddhism
Sarvifstivn.da, Madhyamaka, Yogifcifra
Buddhism followed very different paths to the resolution of
the question of the relationship of the highest reality to the
phenomenal world and the question of the bearer of cognition.
Here, from the beginning, all mental processes were attributed
exclusively to the mental factors, without recourse to a soul or
an ultimate state of being. In this way the difficulties discussed
above were avoided. A soul had thus also become superfluous,
however, and the fully developed scholasticism (Abhidharma),
of the Sarvastivada in particular, also did not shy away from
completely denying a soul.
.
But for the schools that did not go so far, the original problem
continued to exist to its full extent, and this was particularly true
for the schools of the Mahayana. The latter had emerged from
the circles of mystics who could not be talked out of their belief
in the ultimate state of being, which they had experienced in the
state of meditation. This, however, left them still faced with the
same old difficulties.
It is true that the most extreme school, the Madhyamaka, was
little affected by all of this-although it was they in particular
who emphasized the inconceivability of the highest reality the
most pointedly and thus took the contr~st to the phenomenal
world <152> to its extreme-but this was only so because they
did not ask the decisive questions.
For the Yogacara school, on the other hand, the difficulties
were all the greater, and all the more so since they viewed
the phenomenal world as conception. For them, therefore, the
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question of the bearer of cognition must by necessity have been
of central importance. And with this we are already approaching
the circles from which our investigation began.

features this system of doctrines has continued to be authorita
tive for this school.
1I1lC.3.

BBC.2.

The development of the doctrines of the Yogacara:
Saramati, Maitreyaniitha and Asanga
In discussing the doctrines of the Yogacaras, we will follow
the course of development that proceeded essentially in the
following way.
The Yogacara school was originally, as even the name
suggests, a school that concerned itself above all else with
questions relating to liberation and that had developed an
extensive scholasticism on this subject. As with most of the
Mahayana schools, [the early Yogacara school] was closely
connected with the circles of the MahasaQ,lghikas, but did not
possess a' philosophical system of its own. While it did also
address metaphysical questions, this did not go beyond a few
isolated attempts and there was no actual system to speak of.
The creation of such a system was the achievement of
Maitreyanatha who melded the existing attempts with the
doctrine of an ultimate state of being and with the buddhology
of Saramati's school to form a unit, and thus strove at the same
time for a synthesis with the tenets of the Madhyamikas.
What was still missing though, was a fully developed scholas
ticism of the type the Sravakayana schools had developed,
a scholasticism that systematically arranged all factors, and
especially those of the phenomenal world, and discussed them
in philosophically clearly defined terms. [The Yogacara] school
first achieved this thanks to Asanga. Asanga, who came from
the Sravakayana school of the Mahisasakas, developed and
expanded the. Yogacaras' Abhidhanna based on the doctrines
of his former school. He built a monumental system of doctrines
atop the foundation laid by Maitreyanatha, w..hile also making
use of the old scholasticism of liberation. In all its essential
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The Mahasal1lghikas' doctrine of pure cognition
For the issues that concern us here, we must now first draw
upon a theorem of the MahasaQ,lghikas-the influence of which
can still be detected in various places in the Mahayana trea
tises1-specifically, their doctrine of pure cognition. As early as
the Pali canon, we occasionally find the sentence:
pabhassararp

idarp

bhikkhave cittarp

tarp

ca

kho

agantukehi upakkilesehi upakkilittharp.2

This min<;i, 0 monks, is brightly luminous. It is polluted
through adventitious pollutions.
Here then, a form of mind is spoken of, which is by nature
pure and to which all contaminations attach ~hemselves in only
an adventitious manner, without affecting it in -its essence.
The MahasaQ,lghika school adopted this view and developed it
into a firm theorem that is rendered in the following way in
Vasumitra's well-known treatise on the Buddhist schools and
their tenets (T 2031, p. 15c27; theorem 42 [35J3):
The nature of the mind is pure in its original state
(prakrtivisuddha). However, when it is polluted by
adventitious (agantuka) pollutions (upaklesa), it. is
called impure. <153>

1 Compare La Valli?e Poussin's references and citations in Abhidharmakotfa
VI, p. 299, footnote 1 and Vijflaptimtltratilsiddhi, pp. 109f.
2

Anguttaranikttya I, 10ff.

3

The Chinese texts are cited according to the Taisho edition of the Tripitaka.

Amalavijii.5na and AlayavijMna (1951)
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What is not certain is what place this pure mind occupied
within the Mahasalllghikas' system. According to the Tibetan
tradition,1 it was counted as one of the nine unconditioned
factors (asarrzskrta dharmab). What is certain, on the other hand, is
that it served as the foundation of all mental processes 2 and
that a lasting essence was attributed to it. 3
BBC.4.
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Snramati's system
The same views of the pure mind were taken over by Saramati
and were transferred to the ultimate state of being. For Saramati,
the ultimate state of being holds the central position in his
doctrine, while everything else becomes less important. More
specifically, his version of the ultimate state of being has fea
tures quite similar to the atman of the Upani?ads. It is true
that its inconceivability and ineffability are occasionally em
phasized, but he does not avoid any statement at all-as is
consistently done in the Madhyamaka system. A desCription
such as the following is quite reminiscent of the tone of the
Upani?ads (Uttaratantra,4 T 1611, p. 835a18-25; Ob. I, vv. 77-79;

It is not born and it does not die, it does not sicken and

it does not age, because it is eternal, lasting, pure, and
immutable.
Because it is eternal, it is not born, since it is without
even a mental (manomaya) body.
Because it is lasting, it does not die, since it is also
without imperceptible transformation.
Because it is pure, it does not sicken, since it is not
permeated by defilements (klesa).
And because it is immutable, it does not age, since it
is also not adhered to by uncontaminated formations
(anasrava sarrlskllra).

Beyond this, quite specific qualities are actually attributed to the
ultimate state of being, such as, for example, the four qualities

to a Tanjur, I quote according to Ratnamati's Chinese translation, but add
the verse numbers according to Obermiller.
Supplementary note by Erich Frauwallner:

[J, vv. 80-82]):

Since the composition of this essay, the Sanskrit original of the Wtaratantra
(Riltnagotravibhaga> by E. H. Johnston (J) has been published in the Journal of
the Bihar Research Society XXXVI/1950. The passages from the Chinese

Cf M. Walleser, Die Sekten des alten Buddhismus, Heidelberg 1927, p. 27.
Cf the doctrine of the mulavijnana (root cognition), La Vallee Poussin,
Vijflaptimatratasiddhi, pp. 178f.; E. Lamotte~ "Karmasiddhiprakaral)a,"
Melanges chinois et bouddhiques IV /1936, p. 250; E. Lamotte, La Somme
du Grand Vehicule, Tome II, Louvain 1938, p. 27 and 7*,

translation reproduced above deviate from the original Sanskrit in some
details. In terms of the ideas put forward, nothing has changed. Since the
division of the verses in Obermiller is oft!!n flawed, his numbering of the
verses differs from that of the Sanskrit text. The above-mentioned verses
correspond in the following way: v. 30 =30; v. 34 =35; v. 46 =47; v. 48 =49;
vv. 5lf. and 61f. = 52f. and 62f.; vv. 58ff. =59ff.; vv. 77-79 =80-82.

1

2

This we can see from the polemic in the Mah(/vibhil~tiSttstra and in
Sanghabhadra's Nyttynnusttrai cf La Vallee Poussin, Abhidharmako::O VI,

3

p. 299, footnote 1.
4 Translated from the Tibetan by E. Obermiller, The Sublime Science of the

Great Vehicle to Salvation, being a Manual of Buddhist Monism, the Work
of Arya Maitreya with a Commentary by Aryasafzga, in Acta Orientalia
IX/1931, pp. 81-306. The [Tibetan] text is not appended, the translation
therefore not verifiable. Since, as far as I know, the fragments of the original
Sanskrit texts are not yet published and I do not at the moment have access

[J. vv. 1l()-'82:

na jayate na mriyate btldhyate no na jfryate /
sa nityatvttd dhruvatviic ca sivatvilc chMvatatvata1;l //80/ /
na jayate sa nityatvttd tttmabhiivair mano-mayai1;l /
acintya-parilJttmena dhruvatvan mriyate na sa/:! / /81/ /
vttsantl-vyttdhibhi1;l sukljmair bttdhyate na sivatvata1;l /
antlsravabhisar,tskarai1;l sttsvatatvttn na jfryate / /82/ /]
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of purity, self, bliss, and eternity.1 This ultimate state of being
is the dharmakaya of the Buddha and is inherent as an element
(dhtitu) or germ (gotra) in all sentient beings.
This same ultimate state of being now also shows the
characteristic features of the visuddha citta [pure mind]. It
is consciousness in its intrinsic nature 2 and it is designated as
vimala citta3 [stainless mind] or viSuddha citta. 4 Above all, it
is pure in its original state. s All of the contaminations that
the entanglement in cyclic existence entails <154> are merely
adventitious. More precisely, in ordinary people [the ultimate
state of being] is completely cpntaminated, in Bodhisattvas
partially contaminated and partially pure, and in Buddhas
completely pure. 6 This is elaborated upon through numerous
analogies, among which the image of space is the most popular.
Of these many examples, one will suffice (T 1611, p. 814a18-21 =
832c4-7 [ef T 1626, p. 893b1£.] and 814b7-10 = 832c22-25; Ob. I,
vv. 51£. and 61£.; [J. vv. 52f. and 62f.]):

Just as the entire world arises and ceases supported
by space, similarly all vital energies arise and cease
supported by this uncontaminated element (anasrava
dhtitu).1

[ ... J
The pure mind, like space, is without cause, without
condition, and without the totality (of causes and con
ditions) (Stimagrl), it knows no arising, abiding, and
ceasing. 2
Just like space, the pure mind is constantly bright
and unchanging. Due to false conception, it becomes
polluted by the adventitious stains of defilements. 3

Maitreyani'Itha's system

SOC.S.

These views of Saramati's constitute one of the most important
components out of which Maitreyanatha constructed his system.
In [Maitreyanatha] as well, the ultimate state of being, which he
most often calls the element of the factors (dharmadhatu) or also
suchness (tafhafti), occupies the center of the system. It is true

Just as space pervades everything and, because of its
subtlety, is not soiled by dust, similarly Buddha-nature
pervades all sentient beings and is not soiled by defile
ments (klesa).7

1

T 1611, p. 814a8f.

=

1

yathti sarva-gataTfl sauk~mylld akilsa'll nopalipyate /
sarvatrtivasthita1;t sattve tathllyaTfl nopalipyate 115211]
(J. v. 53:

2

yathti sarvatra lokilnam Ilkilsa udaya-vyayal;z 1
tathaivtisa'llskrte dhlltav indriylll'JllTfl vyayodaya1;t 11531 I]
(J. v. 62:

3

na hetul;z pratyayo napi na sllmagrr na codayal;z 1
na vayayo na sthitaS citta-prakrter vyoma-dhatuvat 116211]
(J. v. 63:

829b9f.; Ob. I, v. 34; U. v. 35].

Ob. p. 187, A 6 sems kyi rang bzhin don dam pa'i bden pa = cittasvabhava
paramarthasatyam; T 1611, p. 814a29 = 832c15 tseu sing ts'ing tsing sin.

2

3

For example T 1611, p. 814a17 =832b8; Ob. I, v. 48; (J.v. 49].

4

For example T 1611, p. 814b2ff. = 832c17ff.; Ob. I, vv. 58ff.; 0. vv. 59ft].

tseu sing chang pou jan, T 1611, p. 814a6 = 828b21; Ob. I, v. 30; (J. v. 30];
cf. T 1626 (Dharmadhatvavi§e~atIHitstram), p. 892b27.
5

6

T 1611, p. 814a14f. = 832allf.; Ob. I, v. 46; cf. T 1626, p. 893a5f.

[1. v. 47:
asuddho 'suddha-suddho 'tha suvisuddho yathit-kramam /
sattva-dhatur iti prokto bodhisattvas tathagata1;t 1/471 I]
7

(J. v. 52:
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cittasya yllsau prakrtil:t prabhasvara
na jlltu sit dyaur iva yati vikriyam 1
agantukai rllgamaladibhis tvaStlv upaiti
samklesam abhutakalpajail:t /1631 I]
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that here, due to the strong Madhyamaka influence, it is treated
more abstractly, but the essential features are the same. 1 It is all~
pervasive like space, undivided and unvarying. As an element
(dhiitu) or seed (bfja), it is inherent in all sentient beings/ and in
its 'pure form, it constitutes the nature of the Buddha. 3 First and
foremost, however, it again bears the characteristic features of
the visuddhacitta [pure mind]. It is mental, pure by nature,
and only adventitiously polluted. This is shown very clearly,
for example, by the following verses from the fifth chapter
of the Madhyantavibhaga. 4 Maitreyanatha enumerates here the
various kinds of errorlessness (aviparyasa) and in doing so says
(vv.19b-23a):

I chos kyi dbyings ni ma gtogs par II 'di Itar chos yod
ma yin te 1/19b
I de'i phyir spyi'i mtshan nyid der II de ni phyin ci ma
log pa'o 120a

1 Cf to this in particular the ninth chapter of the Mahityilnastltrtilal1lkara,
ed. Sylvain Levi, Paris 1907-1911.
2

For example, IX, v. 15.

3

For example IX, v. 59.

Ed. Susumu Yamaguchi, Nagoya 1935 (Tibetan and Chinese text);
the Sanskrit original has to my knowledge not yet been published. [Cf
now: Gadjin M. Nagao: Madhyantavibhtiga-Bhti$ya: Buddhist Philosophical
Treatise Edited for the First Time from a Sanskrit Manuscript. Suzuki
Research Foundation: Tokyo 1964:
4

dharmadhfltuvinirmukto yasmtid dharmo na vidyate 1/19b
stlmttnyalak$a1Jal1l tasmtit sa ca tatrttviparyayal;z 120a
viparyastamanasktlrtlvihitniparihD1;Iital;z 1120b
tadasuddhir visuddhis ca sa ca tatrtlviparyayal;! /21a
dharmadhDtor visuddhatvilt prakrtyil vyomavat punal;! /121b
dvayasytlgantukatval1l hi sa ca tatrilviparyayal;! /22a
sal1lklesas ca visuddhis ca dharmapudga/ayor na hi 1/22b
asattvilt trtlsattlmtlnau ntlta/J so 'trtlviparyayal;! /123a
Verses 5.19b--23a are numbered 19-22 in Nagao's edition.]

Since there is no factor that would be separated from
the element of the' factors (dharmadhtltuvinirmukto
yasmad dharmo na vidyate), therefore that is errorless
ness with respect to the common characteristic.

I phyin ci log gi yid la byed II ma spangs pa dang
spangs pa las 1120b

I de ni rna dag rnarn dag ste II de yang de la rna log
pa'o 121a

The impurity and purity of the (element of the factors)
through the not-vanishing or vanishing ,?f erroneous
thinking (viparyastamanaskiira), that is errorlessness
with respect to them, [Le., impurity and purity].

I chos kyi dbyings ni rang bzhin gyis II rnam par dag
phyir nam mkha bzhin 1121b
I gnyis ni glo bur gyung ba ste II de yang de la ma log
pa'o 122a

That these two (impurity and purity) are adventitious,
since the element of the factors is pure by nature,
like space (dharmadhiltor visuddhatvat prakrtya
vyomavat), that is errorlessness in regard to it, [i.e.,
their being adventitious].

I chos rnams dang ni gang zag gi II kun nas nyon
mongs rnam dag med 1122b
I med phyir de bas skrag dang dngang II med de de 'dir
ma log pa'o /23a. <155.>

For pollution and purification do not apply to the
factors and the person (pudgala), since these do not
exist. Therefore neither fear nor pride is appropriate
here. That is errorlessness with respect to it, [Le.,
absence of fear and pride].
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Maitreyanatha is, furthermore, also acquainted with the three
fold division of sentient beings, according to whether they are
impure, impure and pure, or completely pure. 1 And he elu
cidates the pollution and purification of the ultimate state
of being, in a way very similar to Saramati's, namely through
analogies. In particular, he compares them to the purely adventi
tious cloudiness, to which water, gold, or space are subject, and
following which the original purity reasserts itself.2
From all of this we can see that Maitreyanatha teaches an
ultimate state of being that, similar to the iitman of the
Upani$ads, is inherent in all living beings, and also that thus,
for him, this ultimate state of being is the bearer of existence and
of cognition. With this though, we come to the question of where
Maitreyanatha stands regarding the problems discussed above
and how he resolves the difficulty of attributing the processes
of cognition to the ultimate state of being.
Regarding this, it must be said that this difficulty does not,
in fact, exist for him. Like Saramati's, his doctrine has undergone
its own development from its own presuppositions and hence
has not inherited these problems. We have seen that Saramati
unheSitatingly attributed positive qualities to the ultimate state
of being, and so, like Maitreyanatha, he does not find anything
objectionable in thinking the ultimate state of being capable of
action. Indeed, for the buddhology of both of them it is even
required, since for them-since the ultimate state of being also
constitutes the essence of the Buddha-the entire activity of the
Buddha must by necessity also emanate from [the ultimate state
of being]. Maitreyanatha most clearly explains this in the ninth
chapter of his Mahtiyanasatrtilatttkara, in which for example,
h~ compares the activity of the Buddha, which OCcurs without

1

Madhyantavibhaga IV, vv. 15b-16a.

2 Cf Madhyantavibhiiga I, v. 16, Mahiiyanasiitraiarrz/ciira XI, v. 13, and the
final remarks of the Dharmadharmatavibhiiga.
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striving (iibhoga), to the shining of a jewel or to the sound of
celestial instruments that resound without being struck (v. 18f.)i
or in which he presents the example of the sun, which without
effort, without selfishness, and without moving, illuminates
everything (vv. 29ft. and 51ff.).
This leaves only the question then, of how Maitreyanatha
conceives of the interplay between the ultimate state of being
and the factors of the psyche with respect to cognition, and how
he envisions the details of the mental processes at all.
Here, however, we encounter a gap in his system. Over all,
it is one of the most characteristic features' of the earliest
Mahayana that it is without a philosophically clearly defined
terminology and a systematics comparable to the Sravakayana
Abhidharma. The one-sided interest in the scholasticism of
liberation and in the metaphysical questions related to the
ultimate state of being prevented their development. The old
canonical terms <156> were generally considered to be suffi
cient, and when necessary, particular ideas were borrowed
from the Sravakayana' scholasticism. Such is also the case with
Maitreyanatha. In vain we search in him for a fully developed
psychology, comparable for example, to that of the Sarvastivada.
While it is true that he is the first to attempt to change
this, particularly in the first chapter of his Madhyiintavibhiiga,
he does not progress beyond mere beginnings. A systematics
.is still missing. The terms and expressions are idiosyncratic
and strange. And it is typical that, for example, the name
iilayavijfiiina, the most characteristic term of the later Yogacara
school, does not appear [in Maitreyanatha's writings). The credit
for having brought about a fundamental change in all of this
goes to his great disciple Asanga, to whom we must now tum
our attentio.n.
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Asanga's system
As already mentioned, Asanga systematically introduced the
philosophical conceptions of the Sravakayana into the Yogacara
system and adapted them to its needs. In his work, therefore,
we also find a fully developed' psychology:l the long familiar
six kinds of cognition, to which is added the manas [thinking]
as the bearer of the I-awareness, and finally the iiZayavijiiiina
[fundamental cognition], which forms the foundation of the
whole of the mental processes and of which-incidentally
prototypes could already be found in the Sravakayana. Similar
to the Sravakayana schools, he also provides a detailed list of
all of the factors of the psyche that are associated with cognition
(caitta). He bases his psychology on these factors and with them
he explains all of the mental processes. In this, surprisingly, we
can then see the strongest contrast to Maitreyanatha, since for
Asanga, as for the schools of the Sravakayana, not only are
the aforementioned factors of the psyche independently acting
factors, but all of the processes of entanglement in cyclic
existence and of liberation also take place within them. Next
to them, the ultimate state of being-positioned centrally in
Maitreyanatha-recedes completely into the background; but
as surprising as this may appear on first sight, it is in fact
quite natural.
In its scholasticism the Sravakayana had created a highly
developed philosophical system with very specific ways of
thinking. Given this superior system, it is little wonder that
in attempting to make it one's own, anyone approaching it
without a firm philosophical foundation of their own would
be compelled to follow its lead, and forced to think in these
ways. Otherwise, one would have first had to develop one's own
new manner of thinking, and this was not in Asanga's interest,
I A systematic synopsis of this is found at the beginning of the
Abhidharmasamuccaya (T 1605) as wen as that of the VikhYilpana (T 160'2).
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who after all had his ongms in the Sravakayana. However,
this Sravakayana scholasticism understood mental processes
only as the play of independently acting mental factors. There
was no place in this system for an ultimate state of being in
Saramati's sense. And it is typical that the ultimate state of being,
where it was incorporated into a Sravakayana-style list of
factors, is in no wayan entity of a completely different type
relative to the other [conditioned and unconditioned] factors,
but rather-as a factor just like any other-it was listed among
the unconditioned factors (asarpskrta dharma).1 <1
Hence, in Asanga, the process of liberation-wherein the
uniqueness of his view shows itself especially cleady-proceeds
in the following way. Similarly to the Sravakayana scholasti
cism/ he begins by distinguishing between polluted (sil1TlkZesika)
and pure (vaiY£fvadiinika) factors. The fundamental cognition, the
iiZayavijiiiina, along with all of the polluted factors that attach
themselves to it, constitutes the foundation of cyclic existence.
The preparation for liberation occurs in that-through hearing
the M~hayana teachings and through their correct comprehen
sion-pure factors are called forth that, along with their seeds,
attach themselves to the mental complex of the iilayavijiiana.
These pure factors are strengthened and increased in the
course of the continued path of liberation. Finally, liberation

Cf the suc~ess (tathatii) of the good, bad, and indeterminate factors in
the list of the unconditioned factors of the Mahis5saka (in Vasumitra,
T 2031, p. 17a8f.), and subsequently in Asanga's Abhidharmasamuccaya
(T 1605, p. 666a2lff.) and Vikhyn:pana (T 1602, p. 484b29ff.); see also
Vasubandhu's Mahl1yanasatadharmasastra (T 1614, p. 855c19) and Paflca
skandhaka (T 1612r p. 850a19ff.); regarding the development of the term
[i.e., asa7!ls/q'ta] in the Yogacara school, cf further Vijiiaptimlitratiisiddhi,

1

T 1585, p. 6b15ff. (La Vallee Poussin, pp. 72ff.).
2 Cf the fundamental division between silsrava (impure; contaminated)
and anilsravii (pure; uncontaminated) dharmas, with which Vasubandhu
opens his AbhidharmakoSa.
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occurs by means of the liberating nonconceptual knowledge
(nirvikalpaka jfiana), which reaches its peak at the end of
the path of liberation. This [knowledge] namely brings forth
a transformation (paravrtti) of the mental complex through
which the polluted factors vanish and the pure factors alone
remain. With this, liberation is attained. The complex of pure
factors that alone now continues to exist is the dharmakiiya
of the Buddha. To express this in Asanga's own words
(Mahayanasa111graha IX, 1);1
a. dela 'khor ba ni gzhan gyi dbang gi ngo bo nyid de
kun nas nyon mongs pa'i char gtogs pa'o II
The cycle of existences is the dependent nature
(paratantra svabhiivaf insofar as [the dependent nature]
constitutes the polluted part.
b. mya ngan las 'das pa ni de nyid rnam par byang ba'i
char gtogs pa'o II

The nirvil1J.a is [the dependent nature] insofar as. [the
dependent nature] constitutes the pure part.

c. gnas ni de nyid gnyi ga'i char gtogs pa ste I gzhan
gyi dbang gi ngo bo nyid do II

This dependent nature, which encompasses both parts,
is called the basis (asraya).

I quote according to the paragraph divisions in the edition of E. Lamotte,
La Somme du Grand VChicule (BibliotMque du Museon 7), Louvain, 1938.

1

2 This is how the Yogacara school refers to the entire complex of the factor
of the psyche, on which the deception of the phenomenal world is based.
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d. gzhan gyur pa ni gang gzhan gyi dbang gi ngo bo

nyid de nyid leyi gnyen po sleyes na gang kun nas nyon
mongs pa'i cha Idog cing rnam par byang ba'i char gyur
pa'o II

The transformation of the basis consists in the fact
that this dependent nature, when its counteragent
(pratipaiq;a) arises, abandons its polluted part and
becomes its pure part.
Of the dharmakiiya he says further (X, 3);
gnas gyur pa'i mtshan nyid ni sgrib pa thams cad pa
kun nas nyon mongs pa'i char gtogs pa'i gzhan gyi
dbang gi ngo bo nyid rnam par log na sgrib pa thams
cad las rnam par grol zhing chos thams cad Ia dbang
sgyur ba nye bar gnas pa rnam par byang ba'i char
gtogs pa'i gzhan gyi dbang gi ngo bo nyidgyur pa'i
phyir ro II

Its characteristic is the transformation of the basis,
because it has cast off the dependent nature that
forms the polluted part and contains all obstructions
(ava ra 1J.l1), and it has become the dependent nature
that forms the pure part <158> and has gained mast~:t:)"
over all factors through becoming free from all
obstructions.
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THE RESULT OF THE INVESTIGATION!

We thus come to the conclusion that on the question of the
bearer of all mental processes a sharp difference of opinion
exists between the two leaders of the Yogacara school. Whereas
Maitreyanatha locates it in the element of the factors (dharma
dhatu), that is to say, in the ultimate state of being, Asanga
sees it in the complex of the factors of the psyche that group
themselves around the illayavijiiiina.
Asanga did not completely supplant Maitreyanatha's doc
trine, however, since the treatises of both were handed down
alongside each other as the fundamental texts of the [Yogacara]
I
Editorial addition: The result of this investigation may be summarized by
the following chart:

CHINA
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school. It is thus only natural that this difference of opinion
exerted its influence on the later school. Hence there arouse
within the school various movements that decided in favor of
one view or the other, and that then sought, in accordance with
Indian custom, to interpret the entire tradition from their own
point of view. And a last reverberation of this difference of
opinion within the school is what we encounter in the Chinese
reports discussed at the beginning of this [essay]. Ratnamati
does advocate Maitreyanatha's line of thought, and Bodhiruci
that of Asanga. Paramartha attempts to reinterpret Asanga's
principal work from Maitreyanatha's point of view, whereas
Hiuan-tsang turns back again to Asanga's original view. 1
How this dispute among the schools otherwise unfolded,
especially in India itself, must be shown by further research,
provided that it manages to piece together a realistic depiction
of the history of the Yogacara school from the rubble that
confronts us. Nevertheless, a few things can already be said here.
The Chinese tradition connects the dispute with the difference
of opinion between the schools of Nalanda and ValabhI, and this
may be correct. However, whether Dharmapala and Sthiramati
were the principal representatives of the two views remains
open to question. Their names have likely been invoked because
they were well known as the most significant representatives
of the two schools/ but by no means can they be the originators

In his Vijilaptimatratasiddhi, Hiuan-tsang mentions both views, i.e., the
one that suchness (tathatll) is the basis of the transformation of the mental
complex and that the iilayavijflilna completely vanishes [in this processj, and
the other that the alayavijfli'ina is the basis and that cognition continues to
exist and only undergoes a change in its character (cf. T 1585, k. 9, p. 51a3ff.
and k. 10, p. 55a10ff.; in La Vall~e Poussin pp. 610f. and 665). He himself

1

INDIA
GUI)l1mati
~

first half of the 6th cent.
Sthiramati

Dharmaoala

leans toward the second view.
2 Hiuan-tsang especially, when he refers to the doctrines of Sthiramati and
Dharmapala, seems to have their own treatises less in mind than the
doctrines of their schools, as he had become acquainted with them in India.·
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of the difference of opinion on this issue, since when Bodhiruci
and Ratnamati came to China [in 508], Dharmapala had not
yet been born and Sthiramati was no more than a boy. In
addition, the most extensive treatise of Sthiramati's that has
been found and published thus far,l the MadhyiintavibhiigatfM,
does not express any explicit support of Maitreyanatha's view by
Sthiramati. Signs of the dispute can, however, also be detected
here. Sthiramati was in fact not the first commentator on the
Madhytintavibhiiga but had several predecessors, of which we
can name at least one: Candrapala. Thus, when it comes to
important questions, [Sthiramati] <159> again and again pre
sents several attempts at an explanation, and thereby the old
difference of opinion between the· doctrines of Maitreyanatha
and Asanga becomes apparent. To give but one example: In the
course of explaining the fourth chapter, Sthiramati comes to
speak of the dharmalcaya and says in this context: 2
sarvavara1J.apraha1J.at

tatpratipak$anasravadharmabfja

pracayac casrayaparavrttyatmakal;z sarvadharmavasa
vartl analaya iti buddhiiniim dharmakiiyal;z ... anye tu
ni!.zse$agantuka-maltfpagamtft
suviSuddho
dharma
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Others, on the other hand, say that the element of
the factors, completely purified through the removal
of all adventitious stains, is called the dharmakaya,
since the nature of the factors (dharmata), in this case,
is the body (ktiya).l
The first opinion corresponds to Asanga's view, the second to
Maitreyanatha's.
With this)., the questions raised at the beginning [of this essay]
have found their answer and our investigation comes to an
end. We have succeeded in tracing the dispute between the
different representatives of the Yogacara school, as documented
in Chinese [sourcesl, back to its origins. In doing So it has
become evident that underlying it is one of the most interest
ing and controversial problems of the more ancient Indian
Philosophy. And I hope that at the same time, new light has
also been shed on the history of the Yogacara school; a school
of such great importance, yet one whose understanding is still
obstructed by great difficulties.

dhiitur eva dharmattflcayo dharmalcaya iti var1J.ayanti.

The. dharmakiiya of the Buddhas consists of the trans
formation of the basis, in that all obstructions are
removed and the seeds of the uncontamina ted factors
that form their counteragent are accumulated; it has
power over all factors and is without ,the fundamentil
cognition. 3 •••
1 Unfortunately, the Tibetan translations of these treatises are not available
to me [at the moment].
2 Sthiramati, Madhyantavibhagati1a1, exposition systematique du Yogacara
vijflaptivada, ed. par Susumu Yamaguchi, Nagoya 1934, p. 191, 4ff.

3

Since this [fundamental cognition]vClnishes with the polluted factors.

This is an attempt to explain the expression dharmakifya. According to
this explanation, it derives from dharmatilkifya, by dropping the suffix til.

1

